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The EP’94 proceedings have been made using nearly the same sequence of operations as
the RIDT’94 proceedings, Volume 6, Number 3 of this journal:

1. Authors received rough guidelines from the editors, together with the corresponding
LATEX style. This formatter was recommended, but not mandatory. The main reason
for using such a style was to allow authors: (a) to know if their text was too long,
and; (b) to prepare figures which would fit into the physical frame of the page.

2. Following these guidelines, authors prepared their papers using LATEX, with only
one exception1, and sent them to the editors via email or ftp. The exception was a
well-structured submission in Generalized Markup Language (GML) format which
was restructured into LATEX in a short time using the house style epodd.sty of
John Wiley & Sons.

3. Source texts were then corrected both for typography (use of space, capitalization etc.;
generally, though not entirely, in accordance with the rules of the Chicago Manual
of Style) and for English idiom. Figures and images in Encapsulated PostScript
(EPS) files, either supplied by the authors, or generated by the editors, were arranged
according to the style.

4. The journal offers both the regular paper version and an electronic version on CD-
ROM, using Adobe Acrobat. This latter version has been prepared by the CAJUN
team at Nottingham [1]; We supplied them with a 100% electronic form of the
proceedings.

5. After checking that the final-form PostScript distilled correctly into Acrobat format
this same PostScript was then sent back to us, so that high-resolution bromides could
be produced on the Linotronic typesetter. These bromides were then returned to the
publishers.

The CAJUN team at Nottingham implemented in a very short time a reliable production
process by refining the generation of the final Acrobat Portable Document Format (PDF)
to be used with standard PostScript-based tools such as pstops and psselect to produce the
bromides.
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1 This was the paper on the CAJUN project — cited at the end of this editorial — which was prepared using the
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